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Session 3: Advanced Menu Programs 
 

At the end of this lesson participants will be able to: 

• Implement management of assignments in a menu program 

• Create a sample of households in a menu program 

• Manage status of clusters in a menu program 

 

Structure of the Menu Program for the Example Survey 
Over the next few days we will implement a system for survey management using CSPro menu 

programs. This will include not only menu programs on the tablet for the interviewer and supervisor but 

also a menu program to manage the supervisor assignments that will be run at headquarters. These 

menu programs will support the following survey workflow: 

 

 

The interviewer menu program will have the following screens: 
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The supervisor menu will be similar: 

 
 

Review of Menu Programs 
As you remember, a menu a program is just a data entry program where each menu is a dictionary item 

with a value that contains the menu options. Skip and reenter are used to move from one menu to 

another and execpff is used to launch the other data entry programs. 

Let's build the menu program together as an exercise. Divide into teams to work on the following tasks: 

- Team 1: Login (including creating the staff dictionary and lookup file) and logout (in both 

supervisor and interviewer main menus). Save login using savesettings so you don't have to 

login when returning from listing/household programs. 

- Team 2: Launch listing program from interviewer main menu 

- Team 3: Interview household from interviewer main menu (show listed households and open 

household questionnaire program) 

- Team 4: Implement synchronization between supervisor and interviewer using bluetooth. 

Synchronize household and listing data files. Update .pen and .pff files on interviewer tablet. 

Managing Assignments 
The supervisor needs to be able to assign clusters to interviewers for listing and households for 

interviews. In order to store the assignments in a data file we need to create data dictionaries. These 

assignment dictionaries will link a cluster or household to an interviewer. Let's start with the listing 
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assignments. This dictionary will have the province, district and cluster as id-items and a single record 

containing the interviewer staff code. Later we will create the initial list of cluster assignments using the 

headquarters management program but for now we can create an initial set of assignments in Excel and 

use Excel2CSPro to create the dictionary and data file. We will start with two clusters that are both 

unassigned. 

Province District Cluster Assigned To 

1 1 1  

1 1 2  

 

In the onfocus of the assign cluster menu we will create a dynamic value set showing all the clusters and 

who they are currently assigned to. For each cluster we show, we will also display the name of the 

interviewer that it is currently assigned to. To do this we need to get the name of the interviewer from 

the interviewer code by looking it up in the staff data file. 

PROC ASSIGN_CLUSTER 

onfocus 

 

// Build dynamic value set of clusters 

numeric nextEntryValueSet = 1; 

forcase LISTING_ASSIGNMENTS_DICT do 

    codesString(nextEntryValueSet) = key(LISTING_ASSIGNMENTS_DICT); 

     

    // Get current assignment 

    string currentAssignment; 

    if LA_ASSIGNED_INTERVIEWER = notappl then 

        currentAssignment = "unassigned"; 

    else 

        // Load staff name from staff data file 

        loadcase(STAFF_DICT, LA_ASSIGNED_INTERVIEWER); 

        currentAssignment = strip(STAFF_NAME); 

    endif; 

     

    labels(nextEntryValueSet) = maketext("%d-%d-%d (%s)",  

                                    LA_PROVINCE, LA_DISTRICT, LA_CLUSTER, 

                                    currentAssignment); 

    nextEntryValueSet = nextEntryValueSet + 1; 

endfor; 

 

 

// Make sure there is at least one cluster to choose 

if nextEntryValueSet = 1 then 

    errmsg("No clusters available to assign"); 

    reenter SUPERVISOR_MAIN_MENU; 

endif; 

 

codesString(nextEntryValueSet) = "back"; 

labels(nextEntryValueSet) = "back"; 

nextEntryValueSet = nextEntryValueSet + 1; 
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codesString(nextEntryValueSet) = ""; 

setvalueset($, codesString, labels); 

 
Once they have chosen a cluster to assign, we then need to show another menu asking who to assign it 

to. We can do that by adding a field called ASSIGN_CLUSTER_TO that shows the available staff to whom 

the interview can be assigned. This will be a length 4 numeric item to match the size of the staff code. If 

we add this new field directly after ASSIGN_CLUSTER and don't add a skip or reenter in the postproc, 

then by default after choosing the cluster we will go into our new field. However, if the user chooses 

"back" we need to reenter the main menu. 

 

postproc 

if $ = "back" then 

    reenter SUPERVISOR_MAIN_MENU; 

endif; 

 

In the onfocus of ASSIGN_CLUSTER_TO we create a value set from the staff data file. In order to only 

show interviewers, we add a where clause to the forcase loop to only include staff with role of 

supervisor. 

PROC ASSIGN_CLUSTER_TO 

onfocus 

 

// Create value set from staff data file 

numeric nextEntryValueSet = 1; 

forcase STAFF_DICT where STAFF_ROLE = 1 do 

    codes(nextEntryValueSet) = STAFF_CODE;     

    labels(nextEntryValueSet) = STAFF_NAME; 

    nextEntryValueSet = nextEntryValueSet + 1; 

endfor; 

 

// Make sure there is at least one staff member to choose 

if nextEntryValueSet = 1 then 

    errmsg("No staff available for assignment"); 

    reenter ASSIGN_CLUSTER; 

endif; 

 

codes(nextEntryValueSet) = -1; 

labels(nextEntryValueSet) = "back"; 

nextEntryValueSet = nextEntryValueSet + 1; 

codes(nextEntryValueSet) = notappl; 

 

setvalueset($, codes, labels); 

Finally, in the postproc we update the assignment with the staff code chosen and then return to the 

previous menu. 
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postproc 

 

if $ <> -1 then 

    // Update assignment file 

    loadcase(LISTING_ASSIGNMENTS_DICT, ASSIGN_CLUSTER); 

    LA_ASSIGNED_INTERVIEWER = ASSIGN_CLUSTER_TO; 

    writecase(LISTING_ASSIGNMENTS_DICT); 

endif; 

 

// Return to previous menu 

reenter ASSIGN_CLUSTER; 

 

Now we can modify the interviewer menu so that they are only able to list clusters that are assigned to 

them. 

PROC LIST_CLUSTER 

onfocus 

 

// Clear previous choice 

$ = ""; 

 

// Build dynamic value set of clusters 

numeric nextEntryValueSet = 1; 

forcase LISTING_ASSIGNMENTS_DICT where LA_ASSIGNED_INTERVIEWER = LOGIN do 

    codesString(nextEntryValueSet) = itemlist(LA_PROVINCE, LA_DISTRICT,  

                                              LA_CLUSTER); 

         

    labels(nextEntryValueSet) = maketext("%d-%d-%d",  

                                    LA_PROVINCE, LA_DISTRICT, LA_CLUSTER); 

    nextEntryValueSet = nextEntryValueSet + 1; 

endfor; 

 

 

// Make sure there is at least one cluster to choose 

if nextEntryValueSet = 1 then 

    errmsg("No clusters have been assigned for listing"); 

    reenter INTERVIEWER_MAIN_MENU; 

endif; 

 

codesString(nextEntryValueSet) = "back"; 

labels(nextEntryValueSet) = "back"; 

nextEntryValueSet = nextEntryValueSet + 1; 

codesString(nextEntryValueSet) = ""; 

setvalueset($, codesString, labels); 

 

postproc 

 

if $ = "back" then 

    reenter INTERVIEWER_MAIN_MENU; 

else 

    launchListing($[1:1], $[2:2], $[4:3]); 

endif; 
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We then modify the function launchListing to accept the province, district and cluster of the selected 

cluster. It then writes out the .pff file for the listing program and writes the province, district and cluster 

to the .pff file as system parameters and as the starting case ids for the startMode. 

function launchListing(string prov, string dist, string clust) 

     

    FILE pffFile; 

    setfile(pffFile,"../Listing/Listing.pff",create); 

 

    filewrite(pffFile,"[Run Information]"); 

    filewrite(pffFile,"Version=CSPro 7.2"); 

    filewrite(pffFile,"AppType=Entry"); 

 

    filewrite(pffFile,"[DataEntryInit]"); 

    filewrite(pffFile,"StartMode=Add;%s",concat(prov, dist, clust)); 

    filewrite(pffFile,"Lock=CaseListing"); 

    filewrite(pffFile,"ShowInApplicationListing=Hidden"); 

 

    filewrite(pffFile,"[Files]"); 

    filewrite(pffFile,"Application=%s","./Listing.ent"); 

    filewrite(pffFile,"InputData=%s","../Data/Listing.csdb|CSPRODB"); 

 

    filewrite(pffFile,"[ExternalFiles]"); 

    filewrite(pffFile,"ANN_2_DISTRICT_CODES_DICT=%s", 

                      "../Lookup/District.csdb|CSPRODB"); 

 

    filewrite(pffFile,"[Parameters]"); 

    filewrite(pffFile,"PROVINCE=%s", prov); 

    filewrite(pffFile,"CLUSTER=%s", clust); 

    filewrite(pffFile,"DISTRICT=%s", dist); 

    filewrite(pffFile,"OnExit=%s","../Menu/Menu.pff"); 

 

    close(pffFile); 

 

    execpff(filename(pffFile), stop); 

end; 

 

Finally, in the listing program we add logic in the preproc of the questionnaire to pre-fill the id items 

with the parameters passed in through the pff file. 

PROC LISTING_QUEST_FORM 

preproc 

 

if sysparm("PROVINCE") <> "" then 

    LI_PROVINVE = tonumber(sysparm("PROVINCE")); 

    LI_DISTRICT = tonumber(sysparm("DISTRICT")); 

    LI_CLUSTER = tonumber(sysparm("CLUSTER")); 

     

    setproperty(LI_PROVINVE, "Protected", "Yes"); 

    setproperty(LI_DISTRICT, "Protected", "Yes"); 

    setproperty(LI_CLUSTER, "Protected", "Yes"); 

endif; 
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Group Exercise 

Implement household assignments in the supervisor menu. This will be similar to the listing 

assignments. You will need to create a new dictionary for household assignments that contains the 

identifiers of the household and the staff code of the interviewer that the household is assigned to. Add 

this dictionary to the menu application. Add a menu to choose the household the household to assign, 

which shows the households along with the name of the staff currently assigned. Implement a menu to 

assign a household to an interviewer that shows the list of interviewers and when on is picked updates 

the household assignments file with the staff code of the interviewer chosen. Unlike with the listing 

assignments, when showing the available households to assign in addition to displaying households that 

are already in the assignments file, you will also need to display the households in the listing data file 

that are not yet in the assignments file. These will be shown as unassigned. If one of these unassigned 

households is chosen you will add it to the assignments file. You can use writecase to do this as long as 

you first copy the id-items from the listing file entry into the household assignments file id-items. 

 

Creating a Sample 
The next step in the menu program is allow the supervisor to automatically take a random sample of the 

listed households in a cluster. Only the households selected in the sample will be able to be assigned to 

interviewers. 

The first step in creating the sample is to add a new menu for the supervisor to choose which cluster to 

sample. Let's call it CHOOSE_CLUSTER_TO_SAMPLE. When the supervisor selects "Create sample" from 

the clusters menu, we will skip to this menu: 

PROC CLUSTERS_MENU 

onfocus 

$ = notappl; 

 

postproc 

 

if $ = 1 then 

    // Assign/reassign 

    skip to CHOOSE_CLUSTER_TO_ASSIGN; 

elseif $ = 2 then 

    // Create sample 

    skip to CHOOSE_CLUSTER_TO_SAMPLE; 

elseif $ = 9 then 

    //Back 

    reenter SUPERVISOR_MAIN_MENU; 

endif; 

 

In the onfocus of CHOOSE_CLUSTER_TO_SAMPLE we will show a list of clusters using a dynamic value 

set. We should only show clusters that have been listed. We can tell if listing for a cluster is complete if 

there is a case for that cluster that exists in the listing data file and if that case is not partially saved. 
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PROC CHOOSE_CLUSTER_TO_SAMPLE 

onfocus 

$ = ""; 

 

// Create dynamic value set from listing 

// assignment file 

numeric nextEntryValueSet = 1; 

forcase LISTINGASSIGNMENTS_DICT do 

     

    string clusterIds = key(LISTINGASSIGNMENTS_DICT); 

     

    // Only include clusters that have been completely listed 

    if loadcase(LISTING_DICT, clusterIds)  

       and not ispartial(LISTING_DICT) then 

     

        labels(nextEntryValueSet) = maketext("%v-%v-%v", 

                                        LA_PROVINCE, 

                                        LA_DISTRICT, 

                                        LA_CLUSTER); 

        codesString(nextEntryValueSet) = clusterIds; 

         

        nextEntryValueSet = nextEntryValueSet + 1; 

    endif; 

endfor; 

 

if nextEntryValueSet = 1 then 

    errmsg("There are no completed clusters to sample"); 

    reenter CLUSTERS_MENU; 

endif; 

 

labels(nextEntryValueSet) = "Back"; 

codesString(nextEntryValueSet) = "back"; 

nextEntryValueSet = nextEntryValueSet + 1; 

 

codesString(nextEntryValueSet) = ""; 

setvalueset($, codesString, labels); 

 

Each value set entry in our value set contains the province, district, and cluster number of the cluster to 

sample. In the postproc we check if they chose "back" and if so, return to the menu. Otherwise we 

extract the province, district and cluster from the value the user picked and call a function named 

CreateSample that we will write. 
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postproc 

 

if $ = "back" then 

    reenter CLUSTERS_MENU; 

endif; 

 

numeric prov = tonumber($[1:1]); 

numeric dist = tonumber($[2:2]); 

numeric clust = tonumber($[4:3]); 

numeric sampleSize = 5; 

 

if CreateSample(prov, dist, clust, sampleSize) then 

    errmsg("Created sample of %d households for cluster %v-%v-%v", 

        sampleSize, prov, dist, clust); 

endif; 

 

reenter CLUSTERS_MENU; 

 

For testing, we chose a sample size of 5. In a real survey this number might be larger. We will write our 

CreateSample function to be able to use any sample size we choose. 

The function CreateSample will create a random sample of the listed households in a cluster.  The 

sampled households can then be assigned to an interviewer. For each of the sampled households we 

will write a new case to the household assignments file. These cases will initially be unassigned until the 

supervisor assigns them to interviewers. This way only sampled households will be in the household 

assignments file. 

To create the sample, we will use systematic circular sampling as described in the UN Statistical Division 

publication Designing Household Survey Samples: Practical Guidelines. For this algorithm we first 

compute a sampling interval equal to the total population divided by the sample size. Then we select a 

first household for the sample at random from all of the households. We then pick the next household 

by adding the sampling interval to the first household number and we continue to add the sampling 

interval to select households for the sample until we enough households for the sample. Specifically, if 

the first household is number n, and the sampling interval is k we pick households n, n + k, n + 2k, n + 

3k… If the next household number to select is greater than the total number of households, we wrap 

back around to the start of list of households as if the households were aligned along a circle with the 

first household directly following the last. 

https://unstats.un.org/unsd/demographic/sources/surveys/Handbook23June05.pdf
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The first step in creating the sample is to load the cluster that the supervisor selected from the listing file 

so that we can read the listed households. 

function CreateSample(prov, dist, clust, sampleSize) 

 

    // Load the cluster from listing 

    LI_PROVINVE = prov; 

    LI_DISTRICT = dist; 

    LI_CLUSTER = clust; 

    loadcase(LISTING_DICT, LI_PROVINVE, LI_DISTRICT, LI_CLUSTER); 

Next, we will make sure that there are enough eligible listed households in the cluster to create the 

sample. 

    // first count the number of eligible households 

    numeric numEligibleHouseholds =  

                           count(LISTING_REC where LI_PARTICIPATION = 1); 

 

    // make sure there are enough households 

    if numEligibleHouseholds < sampleSize then 

        errmsg("Not enough eligible households to sample"); 

        CreateSample = 0; 

        exit; 

    endif; 

 

We only want to sample households from the listing file that are eligible for sampling. These are 

households where the respondent agreed to take part in the survey in question L07. To simplify the 

process of selecting the sample from only the eligible households, we will first copy just the eligible 

households from the listing file into an array. The array will contain the household numbers of the 

eligible households. This way instead of dealing directly with the household numbers, some of which 
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represent ineligible households, we can sample the positions in the array. Once we choose an index in 

the array, we can then get the household number stored at that index. 

    // Copy the eligible household numbers to an array to make  

    // the sampling easier 

    array eligibleHouseholds(10000); // Big enough to handle a lot of  

                                     // households 

    numeric nextEligibleIndex = 1; 

    do numeric i = 1 while i <= count(LISTING_REC) 

        if LI_PARTICIPATION(i) = 1 then 

            eligibleHouseholds(nextEligibleIndex) = LI_HOUSEHOLD_NUMBER(i); 

            nextEligibleIndex = nextEligibleIndex + 1; 

        endif; 

    enddo; 

 

Now that we have the eligible households in an array, we use the circular systematic algorithm 

described above. First, we compute the sampling interval: 

    // compute the sampling interval - space between sampled households      

    numeric samplingInterval = numEligibleHouseholds / sampleSize; 

     

 

Then we choose a random starting point between 1 and the number of eligible households. To make the 

sequence of random numbers different each time the program is run we seed the random number 

generator with the current time. 

    // Pick a random starting point within the list of eligible households 

    seed(systime()); 

    numeric startingPoint = random(1, numEligibleHouseholds); 

 

Then we loop from 1 to the sample size, adding households to the sample. To add a household to the 

sample we create a new case in the household assignments file for the selected household. Since the 

array contains the household numbers of the eligible households, we use nextSample as a subscript in 

the array to get the household number.  If the number of eligible households is not evenly divisible by 

the sample size, the sampling interval will not be a whole number so we need to truncate nextSample 

before we can use it as a subscript. 

    // These are needed for writecase and will be same for all sampled  

    // households in the cluster 

    HA_PROVINCE = LI_PROVINVE; 

    HA_DISTRICT = LI_DISTRICT; 

    HA_CLUSTER = LI_CLUSTER; 

    HA_ASSIGNED_TO = notappl; 

 

    numeric nextSample = startingPoint; 

 

    do numeric i = 1 while i <= sampleSize 

     

        // Add sampled to household to assignments file 

        HA_HOUSEHOLD_NUMBER = eligibleHouseholds(int(nextSample)); 

        writecase(HOUSEHOLDASSIGNMENTS_DICT); 
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        nextSample = nextSample + samplingInterval; 

         

        // If we pass end, wrap around to start again 

        if nextSample > numEligibleHouseholds then 

            nextSample = nextSample - numEligibleHouseholds + 1; 

        endif; 

    enddo; 

     

    CreateSample = 1; 

 

end; 

 

Now that the sampled households have been written to the household assignments file, we no longer 

need to show the households from the listing file to the supervisor when they assign households. The 

CHOOSE_HOUSEHOLD_TO_ASSIGN proc therefore becomes simpler. All it needs to do now is create a 

dynamic value set from the assignments file. 

PROC CHOOSE_HOUSEHOLD_TO_ASSIGN 

onfocus 

$ = ""; 

 

// Create value set from list of households in assignments file 

numeric nextEntryValueSet = 1; 

forcase HOUSEHOLDASSIGNMENTS_DICT do 

 

    // Lookup staff name from staff file 

    string assignedInterviewer; 

    if loadcase(STAFF_DICT, HA_ASSIGNED_TO) then 

        assignedInterviewer = STAFF_NAME; 

    else 

        assignedInterviewer = "unassigned";      

    endif; 

     

    codesString(nextEntryValueSet) = key(HOUSEHOLDASSIGNMENTS_DICT); 

    labels(nextEntryValueSet) = maketext("%v-%v-%v-%v : %s",  

            HA_PROVINCE, HA_DISTRICT, HA_CLUSTER, HA_HOUSEHOLD_NUMBER, 

            assignedInterviewer); 

    nextEntryValueSet = nextEntryValueSet + 1; 

             

endfor; 

 

if nextEntryValueSet = 1 then 

    errmsg("There are no households to assign. Please create a sample."); 

    reenter SUPERVISOR_MAIN_MENU; 

endif;  

 

labels(nextEntryValueSet) = "Back"; 

codesString(nextEntryValueSet) = "back"; 

nextEntryValueSet = nextEntryValueSet + 1; 

 

codesString(nextEntryValueSet) = ""; 

setvalueset($, codesString, labels); 
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Cluster status 
At this point, our menu program has a nearly complete workflow. We can assign clusters, list the cluster, 

sample the listed households, assign the sampled households and interview the sampled households. 

However, as we list more clusters, the number of households and clusters shown in our dynamic value 

sets will continue to grow until the lists become unmanageable. When a cluster is has moved from one 

step of the workflow to another, we should no longer show it or the households in it in the choices for 

the prior workflow steps. For example, once a cluster has been sampled, it should no longer be possible 

to list it. We will accomplish this by adding a variable to keep track of the state of the cluster.  

We need a place to save the status of the cluster. We can do this in the listing assignments dictionary. 

Add a new length 1 item named CLUSTER_STATUS to the only record in that dictionary. This will store 

what stage of the workflow the cluster is in. We will use the following value set:  

Not started 1 

Listing 2 

Household interviews 3 

Complete 4 

 

 

We will update the status of the cluster as we go through survey workflow. When the supervisor assigns 

the cluster for listing, creates the sample and marks the cluster as complete we will update the cluster 

status. 

 

We need to update the listing assignments data file to include this status column. We can do this by 

adding a status column to the clusters spreadsheet, filling it with "1" (not started) and recreating the 

listing assignments data file using Excel2CSPro. 

Next, we need to update the ASSIGN_CLUSTER_TO postproc to change the status of the cluster from 

"Not started" to "Listing". 
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postproc 

 

if $ = -1 then 

    reenter CHOOSE_CLUSTER_TO_ASSIGN; 

else 

    // Assign chosen cluster to chosen interviewer 

     

    // Load assignment for cluster 

    loadcase(LISTINGASSIGNMENTS_DICT, CHOOSE_CLUSTER_TO_ASSIGN); 

     

    // Update the assignment with interviewer picked     

    LA_ASSIGNED_INTERVIEWER = $; 

    LA_CLUSTER_STATUS = 2; // Set status to listing 

    writecase(LISTINGASSIGNMENTS_DICT); 

 

    reenter CLUSTERS_MENU; 

endif; 

 

Then we need to update the CHOOSE_CLUSTER_TO_SAMPLE postproc to change the status of the 

cluster from "Listing" to "Household interviews". 

 

if $ = "back" then 

    reenter CLUSTERS_MENU; 

endif; 

 

numeric prov = tonumber($[1:1]); 

numeric dist = tonumber($[2:2]); 

numeric clust = tonumber($[4:3]); 

numeric sampleSize = 5; 

 

if CreateSample(prov, dist, clust, sampleSize) then 

 

    // Mark cluster as sampled 

    loadcase(LISTINGASSIGNMENTS_DICT, $); 

    LA_CLUSTER_STATUS = 3; 

    writecase(LISTINGASSIGNMENTS_DICT); 

     

    errmsg("Created sample of %d households for cluster %v-%v-%v", 

        sampleSize, prov, dist, clust); 

endif; 

 

reenter CLUSTERS_MENU; 

 

Now we can implement the "complete cluster" option on the clusters menu which will change the status 

from "Household interviews" to "Completed". The first step will be to choose which cluster to complete 

so let's add a new menu named CHOOSE_CLUSTER_TO_COMPLETE. This will be a length six alpha item in 

the dictionary like the other menu items for choosing clusters. 

The onfocus of this menu will list all the clusters that are not yet complete but are ready to be 

completed. These are clusters whose status is "Household interviews". A cluster that has not yet been 

listed or sampled may not be completed. 
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PROC CHOOSE_CLUSTER_TO_COMPLETE 

onfocus 

$ = ""; 

 

// Dynamic value set of clusters 

numeric nextEntryValueSet = 1; 

forcase LISTINGASSIGNMENTS_DICT where LA_CLUSTER_STATUS = 3 do 

 

    codesString(nextEntryValueSet) = key(LISTINGASSIGNMENTS_DICT); 

    labels(nextEntryValueSet) = maketext("%v-%v-%v", 

                                         LA_PROVINCE, 

                                         LA_DISTRICT, 

                                         LA_CLUSTER); 

    nextEntryValueSet = nextEntryValueSet + 1; 

     

endfor; 

 

// Check that there is at least one cluster to choose from 

if nextEntryValueSet = 1 then 

    errmsg("No clusters are ready to complete. Clusters must be listed, 

sampled and household interviews done before being completed."); 

    reenter CLUSTERS_MENU; 

endif; 

 

codesString(nextEntryValueSet) = "back"; 

labels(nextEntryValueSet) = "Back"; 

nextEntryValueSet = nextEntryValueSet + 1; 

 

codesString(nextEntryValueSet) = ""; 

 

setvalueset($, codesString, labels); 

 

In the postproc, we will prevent the supervisor from completing the cluster if there are still household 

interviews to be completed. We do this by comparing the number of household interviews in the 

household data file that are complete to the number of households in the sample from the household 

assignments file. 
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postproc 

 

if $ = "back" then 

    reenter INTERVIEWER_MAIN_MENU; 

else 

 

    numeric prov = tonumber($[1:1]); 

    numeric dist = tonumber($[2:2]); 

    numeric clust = tonumber($[4:3]); 

 

    // Verify that the number of household interviews completed matches the  

    // the number of households in the sample 

 

    // Count number of completed cases in household file 

    numeric completedCases = 0; 

    forcase HOUSEHOLD_DICT where PROVINCE = prov and DISTRICT = dist and  

                                 CLUSTER = clust do 

        if not ispartial(HOUSEHOLD_DICT) then 

            completedCases = completedCases + 1; 

        endif; 

    enddo; 

 

    // Count sampled cases from assignments file 

    numeric sampledCases = countcases(HOUSEHOLDASSIGNMENTS_DICT  

        where HA_PROVINCE = prov and HA_DISTRICT = dist  

              and HA_CLUSTER = clust); 

         

    if completedCases < sampledCases then 

        errmsg("Only %d of the %d sampled households in this cluster have 

been interviewed. All interviews must be completed.", 

               completedCases, sampledCases); 

    else 

        // Mark the cluster as complete 

        loadcase(LISTINGASSIGNMENTS_DICT, $); 

        LA_CLUSTER_STATUS = 4; 

        writecase(LISTINGASSIGNMENTS_DICT); 

    endif; 

 

    reenter CLUSTERS_MENU; 

endif; 

 

Now it is possible to take a cluster through the entire workflow. Before we are done, however, we have 

to use the cluster status to show which clusters and households we show in the different menus where 

pick clusters and households. 

In CHOOSE_CLUSTER_TO_ASSIGN we only want to include clusters that are "not started" or currently 

assigned ("listing"). 
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PROC CHOOSE_CLUSTER_TO_ASSIGN 

onfocus 

$ = ""; 

 

// Create dynamic value set from listing 

// assignment file 

numeric nextEntryValueSet = 1; 

forcase LISTINGASSIGNMENTS_DICT where LA_CLUSTER_STATUS in 1:2 do 

 

    string assignedInterviewerName; 

     

    if LA_ASSIGNED_INTERVIEWER = notappl then 

        assignedInterviewerName = "unassigned"; 

    else 

        loadcase(STAFF_DICT, LA_ASSIGNED_INTERVIEWER); 

        assignedInterviewerName = strip(STAFF_NAME); 

    endif; 

     

    labels(nextEntryValueSet) = maketext("%v-%v-%v : %s", 

                                    LA_PROVINCE, 

                                    LA_DISTRICT, 

                                    LA_CLUSTER, 

                                    assignedInterviewerName); 

    codesString(nextEntryValueSet) = key(LISTINGASSIGNMENTS_DICT); 

     

    nextEntryValueSet = nextEntryValueSet + 1; 

endfor; 

 

labels(nextEntryValueSet) = "Back"; 

codesString(nextEntryValueSet) = "back"; 

nextEntryValueSet = nextEntryValueSet + 1; 

 

codesString(nextEntryValueSet) = ""; 

setvalueset($, codesString, labels); 

 

In the interviewers CHOOSE_CLUSTER_TO_LIST menu we only include clusters with status "listing". 

PROC CHOOSE_CLUSTER_TO_LIST 

onfocus 

$ = ""; 

 

// Dynamic value set of clusters assigned 

// to interviewer 

numeric nextEntryValueSet = 1; 

forcase LISTINGASSIGNMENTS_DICT where LA_ASSIGNED_INTERVIEWER = LOGIN  

                                      and LA_CLUSTER_STATUS = 2 do 

 

    codesString(nextEntryValueSet) = key(LISTINGASSIGNMENTS_DICT); 

    labels(nextEntryValueSet) = maketext("%v-%v-%v", 

                                         LA_PROVINCE, 

                                         LA_DISTRICT, 

                                         LA_CLUSTER); 

    nextEntryValueSet = nextEntryValueSet + 1; 

     

endfor; 
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Similarly, in the supervisor CHOOSE_CLUSTER_SAMPLE menu we will only include clusters with status 
"listing". 
 
PROC CHOOSE_CLUSTER_TO_SAMPLE 

onfocus 

$ = ""; 

 

// Create dynamic value set from listing 

// assignment file 

numeric nextEntryValueSet = 1; 

forcase LISTINGASSIGNMENTS_DICT where LA_CLUSTER_STATUS = 2 do 

     

    string clusterIds = key(LISTINGASSIGNMENTS_DICT); 

     

    // Only include clusters that have been completely listed 

    if loadcase(LISTING_DICT, clusterIds)  

        and not ispartial(LISTING_DICT) then 

     

        labels(nextEntryValueSet) = maketext("%v-%v-%v", 

                                        LA_PROVINCE, 

                                        LA_DISTRICT, 

                                        LA_CLUSTER); 

        codesString(nextEntryValueSet) = clusterIds; 

         

        nextEntryValueSet = nextEntryValueSet + 1; 

    endif; 

endfor; 

 

In the interviewers INTERVIEW_HOUSEHOLD menu we only include households in clusters with status 

"Household interviews". 

PROC INTERVIEW_HOUSEHOLD 

onfocus 

 

numeric nextEntryValueSet = 1; 

forcase HOUSEHOLDASSIGNMENTS_DICT where HA_ASSIGNED_TO = LOGIN do 

 

    // Skip households in completed clusters 

    loadcase(LISTINGASSIGNMENTS_DICT, HA_PROVINCE, 

                HA_DISTRICT, HA_CLUSTER); 

    if LA_CLUSTER_STATUS <> 3 then 

        next; 

    endif; 

Similarly, in the supervisors CHOOSE_HOUSEHOLD_TO_ASSIGN proc we include only households with 

status "Interview households". 
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PROC CHOOSE_HOUSEHOLD_TO_ASSIGN 

onfocus 

$ = ""; 

 

// Create value set from list of households in assignments file 

numeric nextEntryValueSet = 1; 

forcase HOUSEHOLDASSIGNMENTS_DICT do 

 

    // Skip households in completed clusters 

    loadcase(LISTINGASSIGNMENTS_DICT, HA_PROVINCE, 

             HA_DISTRICT, HA_CLUSTER); 

    if LA_CLUSTER_STATUS <> 3 then 

        next; 

    endif; 

     

Now after a cluster is sampled it can no longer be listed or sampled and after a cluster is complete the 

households in that cluster can no longer be assigned or interviewed. 

Finally, we need to make sure to sync the household assignments and listing assignments files from the 

supervisor to the interviewer. 

//connect to the supervisor's device using Bluetooth 

function syncToSupervisor() 

    if syncconnect(Bluetooth) then 

         //getting updates from supervisor's device to interviewer's device 

         syncfile(GET,"../Household/PopstanHouseholdSurvey.pff",  

                      "../Household/"); 

         syncfile(GET,"../Household/PopstanHouseholdSurvey.pen",  

                      "../Household/"); 

         syncfile(GET,"../Listing/Listing.pff", "../Listing/"); 

         syncfile(GET,"../Listing/Listing.pen", "../Listing/"); 

         syncfile(GET,"Menu.pen"); 

         syncfile(GET,"Menu.pff"); 

         syncdata(GET, STAFF_DICT); 

         syncdata(GET, LISTINGASSIGNMENTS_DICT); 

         syncdata(GET, HOUSEHOLDASSIGNMENTS_DICT); 

          

         //putting data from interviewer's device to supervisor'device 

         syncdata(PUT,HOUSEHOLD_DICT); 

         syncdata(PUT,LISTING_DICT);  

          

         syncdisconnect();   

    endif; 

end; 

 


